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Abstract: We present climatology and trends of the UTCI obtained from the ERA5 reanalysis between 1941 and 2018 for the Czech Republic. Long-term average of the UTCI exposes regions with approximately similar stress levels given by weather on humans, and it also forms the basis for the first bioclimatological mapping of the Czech Republic. Furthermore, positive long-term trends of UTCI indicate gradually increasing thermal stress on humans in all seasons but winter, in which, on the contrary, the cold stress decreases. Nevertheless, inhomogeneities in our results are expected because of flattened orography due to the coarse resolution of ERA5.
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1. Introduction

Within the PERUN (Prediction, Evaluation and Research for Understanding National sensitivity and impacts of drought and climate change for Czechia) project, one of the most challenging objectives is the comprehensive bioclimatological mapping of the Czech Republic. This task cannot be completed without the inclusion of a part dedicated to the thermal comfort or discomfort of humans. Therefore, it was necessary to choose a suitable indicator of the degree of heat stress.

An important criterion was the required length of the time series, which must be at least 30 years long (normal period). At the same time, however, in times of global climate change, the study of trends should also be a part of the work. Therefore, it would be appropriate to report time series longer than the aforementioned 30 years.

Two possibilities addressing the rate of thermal stress on humans are possible: utilizing direct observations of meteorological variables, or analyzing an index from reanalyses. The latter option is more appropriate, holding several advantages, such as data organized in a regular grid, the same length of gridded time series, etc. Hence, one of such indexes is the Universal Thermal Climate Index [1] (UTCI), currently available within the ERA5-HEAT [2] (ERA5 in the further text). UTCI is a comprehensive index including the simultaneous effects of air temperature, humidity, wind speed, and short- and long-wave radiative balance (represented by mean radiant temperature).

For our purposes, the use of UTCI holds an additional advantage: a reanalysis from the ALADIN-CLIMATE/CZ model with higher resolution is also available for the most recent normal climate period of 1991–2020. Our team has already performed goodness-of-fit tests between both reanalyses in the last two years. Results indicate a large similarity between both datasets, hence it is appropriate to use UTCI from ERA5 for long-term analyses, although one has to bear in mind the limits associated with the coarser resolution of ERA5. For detailed mapping, however, the reanalysis from ALADIN-CLIMATE/CZ will be used in the future due to a higher resolution (2.325 km grid step) [3].
2. Materials and Methods

We analyze the UTCI for the Czech Republic between 1940 and 2018. The UTCI is obtained from the ERA5 reanalysis in the hourly step in the original spatial resolution, that is, about 30 km. Interpolation of the index, with the use of spline interpolation in the R environment, leads to the finer resolution of about 7 km. The average UTCI is then calculated in monthly, seasonal, and annual step at every gridpoint. Trends are calculated over all gridpoints and evaluated by linear regression. Statistical significance at the 5% statistical significance level is evaluated with a Student’s t-test.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Climatology of UTCI

The spatial distribution of the long-term annual average of UTCI is shown in Figure 1a. Values of UTCI vary between 0.78 °C and 5.17 °C, and they are mostly dependent on the altitude (Figure 1b): as is evident, lower values of UTCI are mostly located in higher altitudes above 500 masl. Yet, the smallest value of UTCI is not located in the highest altitudes of the Czech Republic, but just close to 520 masl (blue circle in Figure 1b), probably due to the larger average wind speed there. This mid-latitude region (the Bohemian-Moravian Highlands) is prone to larger average wind speeds [4], mainly from the northwest and southeast, which lower the long-term value of UTCI. In contrast, the areas with the largest thermal stress are located in the lowlands in southeastern and northwestern Czechia; the gridpoint with the largest value of UTCI is denoted by the red circle in Figure 1b.
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Figure 1. (a) Long-term (1940–2018) average annual values of UTCI and (b) corresponding orography of the Czech Republic.

3.2. Trends of UTCI

Trends of the UTCI are calculated for the whole Czech Republic in the annual, seasonal, and monthly step. Figure 2a reveals the strongest increase of UTCI over mostly low elevated areas of northern Bohemia, where UTCI increases by about 0.26–0.27 °C/10 years. On the contrary, a slower increase is observed in higher elevated areas close to the borderlines of the Czech Republic. The average trend over all gridpoints in the whole period is 0.26 °C/10 years.
The 15-year running average exhibits increasing values of UTCI mainly after 1990, with the largest average value of UTCI recorded at the end of the studied period [5]. Although the average wind speed has decreased, it seems to have an almost negligible impact on the trend of the UTCI. Figure 2b shows the temporal evolution of the average UTCI over the whole country. The 15-year running average exhibits increasing values of UTCI mainly after 1990, with the largest average value of UTCI recorded at the end of the studied period. Such behavior of UTCI corresponds to growing temperature, the rate of which has been accelerating since approximately 1990, with the largest average temperature recorded at the end of the studied period [5]. Although the average wind speed has decreased, it seems to have an almost negligible impact on the trend of the UTCI.

Figure 2b shows the temporal evolution of the average UTCI over the whole country. The 15-year running average exhibits increasing values of UTCI mainly after 1990, with the largest average value of UTCI recorded at the end of the studied period. Such behavior of UTCI corresponds to growing temperature, the rate of which has been accelerating since approximately 1990, with the largest average temperature recorded at the end of the studied period [5]. Although the average wind speed has decreased, it seems to have an almost negligible impact on the trend of the UTCI.

The trend of UTCI is positive in all seasons (Table 1) and corresponds to increasing temperature [5,6]. The largest increase is revealed in winter (0.45 °C/10 years; Table 1, Figure 3d,f), meaning that long-term cold stress is gradually decreasing (Figure 3f). Another reason behind such rapid growth is the very low values of UTCI recorded in the 1940s: the month holding the lowest recorded value is January 1942. From the spatial perspective, UTCI in winter increased the most in southeastern parts of the country.

Table 1. The trend of UTCI for the Czech Republic, 1940–2018. Asterisks denote statistical significance at the 5% level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Trend of UTCI [°C/10 Years]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>0.59 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>0.45 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>0.32 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>0.26 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>0.25 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>0.18 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>0.25 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>0.32 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>0.27 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>0.22 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>0.45 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>0.28 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>0.25 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>0.26 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The trends of UTCI in spring and summer (Figure 3c) share similar characteristics: the rate of increase is similar (Table 1), which means larger thermal stress on humans, and positive trends are most pronounced in the lowland areas, particularly in the northern parts of the country (Figure 3a,b). Yet, in summer, of interest is the large contrast in the spatial distribution of trends in the northernmost parts of the country (Figure 3b), where the rapid growth of thermal stress towards the south is evident. This characteristic will be the subject of deeper research in the future, however, one factor contributing to this specific spatial distribution may be a temperature advection: warm air from the south does not often penetrate so north and the northernmost parts of the country thus remain in somehow colder air, which translates into slower trends of UTCI there.
Stress level on humans is not rising so sharply in autumn (Figure 3e,f), probably due to a slower rate of warming, which is often called as “warming hole” in literature [5–7]. Yet, the increase after 2000 is detected in autumn as well (Figure 3f), mainly in the western half of the country.

In accordance with seasonal results, trends in winter months hold the largest UTCI increase (0.59 and 0.45 °C/10 years for January and February, respectively). On the contrary, September and October are months with no significant trend, with the former even exhibiting an insignificant decrease in UTCI (Table 1).

4. Conclusions

We analyze climatology and temporal behavior of the UTCI for the Czech Republic between 1941 and 2018. The climatology of UTCI seems to be dependent on altitude—generally, the lower values are found in mountain areas close to the borderline. In contrast, the largest values are found in the northern and southeastern parts of the country in the warmest low elevated regions.

Temporal evolution shows a significant increase in the annual UTCI value (0.26 °C/10 years), which also applies to separate seasons. The largest increase of UTCI is found in winter (0.45 °C/10 years), which means a decrease in cold stress. On the contrary, the average increase in spring and summer (0.28 and 0.25 °C/10 years, respectively) is associated with an increase of thermal stress on humans. The index rises slower in autumn (0.12 °C/10 years). The trend of UTCI seems to be strongly tied to increasing temperature, which is mainly evident in summer, in which the UTCI began to increase after 1990 when temperature started to increase rapidly.

This work points out the general characteristics of UTCI in ERA5 in the Czech Republic. Since the ERA5 reanalysis is a global product, its resolution is rather coarse, which brings about inhomogeneities in our analysis. The finer resolution is present in the newly calculated ALADIN-CLIMATE/CZ reanalysis with a resolution of about 2.3 km and better orography, which will be the subject of our future research.
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